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UNIVERSITY OF MAINE 
Office of the President 
July 22, 1988 
To the Campus Community: 
Alumni H all 
Orono, Maine 04469 
207/ 581- 15 12 
We are very pleased to present The Status of Women at the University of 
Maine. This report represents the outcome of intensive exploration and analysis 
by a representative group of committed faculty, staff, administrators, and 
students. We feel that it is appropriate, timely, and relevant to our campus. 
The report is likely to generate controversy, reflection, and deliberation. 
An initial sampling of 30 readers expressed a spectrum of strong responses, 
ranging from anger and denial to validation and conviction. We are confident 
that few readers will remain unaffected by the report. 
The report is intended to begin a campus-wide process and dialogue. There 
are differences between and among men and women in the perception and 
description of women's experiences. A dialogue among people holding diverse 
views is essential to reaching an understanding and effecting change. We look 
forward to your contributions to the dialogue. 
The report is structured as follows: A brief history of the Task Force 
precedes a two-part summary of findings. The first part examines data routinely 
gathered by the University for evidence of patterns of distribution, retention, 
compensation, advancement, and representation of women. The second part, 
grounded in national studies and illustrated by the personal experiences of 
women at the University, examines values, social structures, and organizational 
issues that have tended to limit the participation of women in the life of the 
educational community. The report concludes with recommendations that, for the 
sake of clarity in implementation, are presented in vice-presidential areas of 
responsibility. Thus, some recommendations are repeated across areas. 
Concurrently with this letter, we are distributing 500 copies of the 
report, including two copies to each department and multiple copies to the 
Library. We also hope to make a broader distribution of an executive summary as 
soon as possible. As is noted on pages 1 and 2, an administrative plan will be 
developed in response to the report; this is essential for implementation. 
Our appreciation goes to everyone whose experiences helped shape this 




Sharon Jae iw, hair 
I 
President (for the Task Force) 




















President Dale Lick 
Alumni Hall 
Campus 
Dear President Lick: 
May 25, 1988 
The Task Force on the Status of Women is pleased to present its 
report. We believe that it constitutes an honest beginning of new 
efforts to help the University become an institution in which 
both men and women can develop their full potential to contribute 
to the good of society. 
Thank you for your support of our work, and for having given us 




Diane Bowman Terri Kosoff 
~I! 

























A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE TASK FORCE 
On December 2, 1987, President Dale Lick announced the appoint-
ment of a Task Force on the Status of Women with the following 
introduction: 
"A number of indicators :caise questions about the status of 
women at the University of Maine. For example: Women are 
underrepresented at the highest administrative ranks of the 
University; women's salaries tend to be, on average, lower than 
men's in most comparable ranks or employment categories; women 
are underrepresented in the highest ranks among both the academic 
and CES faculty; and female faculty, staff, and students are 
absent or present only in low number in many departments and 
units. The effect of such patterns may be to lower aspirations of 
women students, ·to have a negative impact on the morale of women 
faculty and staff, and to present an undesirable image of the 
University both internally and externally. Moreover, full par-
ticipation by women in the operation of the University, at every 
level, is critical to provide role models and women's perspec-
tives so that both male and female graduates will be better pre-
pared for the real world. Most importantly, this underrepresen-
tation of women deprives the University and ultimately society at 
large of the full talents and contributions of over half the 
population. Therefore, the Task Force on the Status of Women is 
being established to explore and make recommendations on the sta-
tus of women at the University of Maine." 
President Lick's charge to the Task Force was comprehensive: 
"This Task Force will address itself to the status of women 
among all constituencies: faculty, students, professional and 
classified staff, and administration. 
"It will review data concerning the current status for each 
of these groups in relation to numbers, distribution, retention, 
salaries and financial aid, promotion (and tenure for faculty), 
and representation in the curriculum and in the governance struc-
ture of the University at all levels. National comparisons will 
be used to assess patterns that may be inappropriate or unde-
sirable as well as those which may offer positive models. 
"It will study the organizational processes and climate 
affecting the status of women on campus in order to gain an 
understanding of the underlying dynamics producing patterns. 
"The Task Force will provide findings and recommendations, 
including budgetary implications and a time frame for implemen-
tation, to the University by June 1, 1988. After consultation 
with the Executive Council and other appropriate bodies, the 
President will provide the University community and the Task 




















understanding that the Task Force will review both the plan and 
reactions to it and offer future recommendations as appropriate 
by October 15. The President will provide a final implementation 
plan by January 1, 1989." 
The original members of the Task Force were: 
John Alexander 
Professor and Chair, Department of Civil Engineering 
Diane Bowman 
Graduate Student, School of Human Development 
Robert Cobb · 
Dean, College of Education 
Suzanne Estler 
Director, Equal Opportunity, Ex-Officio 
John Halstead 
Vice President, Student Affairs 
Nellie Hedstrom 
Human Development Specialist, Cooperative Extension Service 
Sharon Jackiw 
Associate Director, Sponsored Programs Division, Chair 
Alan Kimball 
Associate Professor, Department of Forest Management 
Terri Kosoff 
Und~rgraduate Student, College of Arts & Sciences 
Cheryl Lavertu 
Bookkeeper, Instructional Systems 
Nancy MacKnight 
Associate Vice President, Academic Affairs 
Evelyn Newlyn 
Director, Women in the Curriculum Program 
Thomas Patterson 
Head, Reference Department, Fogler Library 
Esther Rauch 
Assistant Professor, Department of English 
Ann Schonberger 






















Instructor, College of Business Administration 
Kevin White 
Director, Department of Athletics & Recreation 
The first meeting convened on December 4. In the course of the 
following month, members read reports and studies from both 
internal and external sources, meeting five times to discuss 
their readings. This first phase of Task Force activity gave 
members an opportunity to come to know one another, to build a 
base of common understanding, and to survey the dimensions of 
their task. Members met with President Lick in early January to 
clarify understandings and expectations. The first phase 
concluded with a meeting on January 7, during which the Task 
Force divided into three subcommittees. 
The Subcommittee on Academic Issues was charged with investiga-
tion of curriculum; of classroom climate; of recruitment, reten-
tion, and advancement opportunities for women students; of 
teacher-student relations; and of other aspects of the teaching 
and learning environment. 
The Subcommittee on Conditions of Employment was charged with 
investigation of recruitment, retention and advancement oppor-
tunities for women employees; of the impact of employment poli-
cies on women; of supervisor-supervisee relations; and of other 
aspects of the workplace environment. 
The Subcommittee on Institutional Climate was charged with 
investigation of language, images, and other symbolic acts; of 
campus media; of services; of issues relating to the family; of 
residential life; of campus organizations; and of other aspects 
of the quality of life at the University. 
In the second phase of Task Force activity the subcommittees 
pursued their own agendas, soliciting information and advice from 
many sources. Each subcommittee also sponsored three open 
forums, one on the Bangor Campus and two on the Orono Campus, 
to gather testimony from members of the community. 
The Task Force sponsored, in conjunction with the Alumni 
Association, a visit from four distinguished and loyal alumnae, 
Nancy Churchill Bobrow '71, Sandra Bartolini Lawrence '71, Trish 
Riley '73, and JoAnne Unnold Wells '71, who presented on March 2 
a panel discussion of the status of women at the University for a 
general audience. Discussions with the alumnae engendered new 
insights into the history of women students' experience at the 





















In March the Task Force also enjoyed the benefits of consultation 
with Catharine Stimpson and with Bernice Sandler. Dr. Stimpson, 
Professor of English, Dean of the Graduate School, and Vice 
Provost of Graduate Education at Rutgers, provided the Task Force 
with valuable perspectives on women's education and on Women's 
Studies. Dr. Sandler, Executive Director of the Project on the 
Status and Education of Women of the Association of American 
Colleges, contributed to the Task Force's understanding of the 
organizational climate affecting women students, faculty, and 
administrators. 
During these first months of Task Force activity, three members 
resigned because of other pressing obligations. Carolyn Forget, 
Supervisor of Accounts in Sponsored Programs Division, agreed ·to 
replace Cheryl Lavertu. Lea Acord, Director of the School of 
Nursing, accepted Esther Rauch's vacant position. Charles 
Chandler, Assistant Director of Public Safety, assumed the posi-
tion previously filled by Kevin White. Their colleagues owe them 
a special debt of gratitude for their willingness to enter into 
work that was already well underway. 
The second phase concluded with reports and recommendations from 
the subcommittees in late March. In April and May the Task Force 
met eight times to consider and to revise several partial drafts 
of a final report, concluding its work for the current semester 
with the adoption of this report on May 25. 
The Task Force acknowledges the work of its predecessor, the Task 
Force on the Special Educational Needs of Women, whose report 15 
years ago addressed many of the same concerns, and thanks all 
those who have contributed to the present study with information 
about their experiences, with expert advice, and with useful cri-
ticism. Without that assistance, the Task Force would have been 
unable to achieve the perceptions, understanding, and responses 





















SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL FINDINGS 
The major findings of the Task Force on the Status of Women are 
summarized in the following pages in two parts. In the first we 
respond to our charge to review data concerning the current sta-
tus of women in relation to their numbers, distribution, reten-
tion, compensation, advancement, and representation at all 
levels. The evidence here consists primarily of information the 
University routinely collects and analyzes; the data are reason-
ably complete and accurate. They also indicate clearly the pre-
sence of barriers to the full participation of women in the life 
of the University. 
In the second part we present evidence bearing on the organiza-
tional structures and organizational values that erected and con-
tinue to maintain those barriers, in response to our charge to 
study the processes and climate affecting the status of women at 
the University. We describe an environment in which women tend to 
play only marginal or subsidiary roles; a system of values in 
which those interests more exclusively oriented towards men and 
activities more exclusively dominated by men are consistently 
more positively valued and more highly rewarded; and a climate in 
which women, most of whom diverge from norms defined by the 
experiences of men, are less likely to flourish. Although we 
address the need for more comprehensive data collection and ana-
lysis in several of our recommendations, we believe that the 
strength of the evidence justifies a range of recommendations for 
organizational change. 
We do not include in this summary a review of the scholarship or 
the expert consultation that has convinced us that certain prac-
tices are detrimental or that certain strategies for revising 
those practices are more promising than others. However, we have 
prepared and will distribute upon request a partial list of 
sources consulted. We would welcome opportunities . to discuss our 






















PART I. DISTRIBUTION, RETENTION, COMPENSATION, ADVANCEMENT, AND 
REPRESENTATION OF WOMEN AT THE UNIVERSITY 
A survey of the distribution of women employees indicates that 
they are conspicuously underrepresented in many of the organiza-
tional units, as well as in positions of administrative and 
supervisory responsibility. Faculty and other professional women 
are concentrated in the lower ranks. Faculty women are less well 
paid than their male counterparts; patterns of compensation in 
the professional staff are being investigated further at this 
time. Classified staff positions tend to be highly sex-
segregated. Women on the classified staff are less well paid than 
men. In many areas the University lags behind other public uni-
versities and behind private industry in hiring and promoting 
women. 
Faculty Women. Underrepresentation of women in the teaching 
faculty of the University is a serious concern, not only as it 
bears on matters of equity, but also as it affects the 
University's ability to educate its students. Women faculty pro-
vide role models for women students, promote a climate hospitable 
to women, and prepare students of both sexes for living and 
working in the world outside the University. Students in many 
undergraduate and graduate programs at the University today will 
never have a woman instructor, advisor, or mentor in their major 
field of study. Two of the three concerns most frequently 
expressed to the Task Force by women students are the lack of 
women in those roles and an academic climate in which women stu-
dents are ignored, belittled, or demeaned by their instructors 
and advisors. 
Hiring more women faculty and promoting more of them to positions 
of academic leadership is essential. To do so will require a more 
aggressive plan of affirmative action and prolonged attention to 
leadership development. In disciplines in which women are poorly 
represented in the national labor pool, it will also require 
sustained long-term commitment to attracting women into the 
fields traditionally dominated by men. 
Table 1 presents an overview of the progress made in the past 
twelve years of affirmative action. Women constituted 12% of the 
tenure-track faculty in 1975, 18% in 1987, an average annual rate 
of increase of 0.5%, which, if maintained, would require another 
64 years for the achievement of a sex-balanced faculty. More 
alarming than the sluggish rate of growth, however, are the indi-
cations that the rate is declining. Between 1975 and 1977, the 
faculty lost 35 positions, but gained two women. Between 1985 and 
1987, it gained ten positions, but gained only two women, pro-























UNIVERSITY OF MAINE 
FULL-TIME TENURED AND TENURE ELIGIBLE FACULTY BY RANK, SEX, AND YEAR* 
Instructors, 
Associate Assistant Lecturers, 
Professors Prof essors Professors Other 
Year Total F %F Total F %F Total F %F Total F %F Total F %F 
1975 493 57 12% 122 2 2% 208 10 5% 136 29 21% 27 16 59 % 
1977 458 59 13% 136 2 1% 192 17 9% 116 30 26% 14 10 71% 
1979 445 48 11% 143 1 1% 181 18 10% 113 28 25 % 8 1 13% 
1981 469 63 13% 156 4 3% 182 23 13% 126 33 26% s 3 60 % 
1983 474 73 15% 16 7 3 2% 165 23 14% 135 43 32% 7 4 57% 
1985 478 86 18% 167 4 2% 172 28 16% 130 47 36% 9 7 78% 
1987 488 88 18% 158 7 4% 190 39 21% 134 42 31% 6 0 0% 
*Source: University of Maine Higher Education Staff Information Report EE0-6, submitted in 
years noted to EEOC. 





















Table 1 indicates that the University has been moderately suc-
cessful in appointing women to the rank of assistant professor. 
It has been distinctly less successful in promoting or recruiting 
them to the rank of associate professor. The record of promoting 
or recruiting women to the rank of full professor is especially 
poor. The number of women who were full professors in 1987 is 
only 41% of the number who were associate professors ten years 
earlier. This is particularly disturbing in light of the com-
parable percentage for men over the same decade, 86%. It is not 
clear whether the University has failed to retain women scholars, 
to promote women scholars, or to hire women scholars at senior 
rank, but a clear pattern of failure emerges. 
Table 2 confirms these interpretations in a comparison of the 
University with 11 major public universities in the last year 
for which complete figures are available, 1985-86: 
Table 2 
Percent Women in the Professorial Ranks at University of Maine 
And the Main Campuses of Eleven Major Public Universities, 1985-86 
Full Associate Assistant 
Institution Professors Professors Professors 
Maine (rank out of 12) 2.4% (12) 16.3% (9) 36.2% (3) 
UC-Berkeley* 5.7% 23.0% 28.8% 
UC-Los Angeles* 8.5% 19.3% 32.5% 
Univ Illinois 6.3% 16.0% 23.8% 
Indiana Univ 8.1% 24. 2% 37.1% 
Univ Michigan 7.9% 22.5% 29. 1% 
Univ Minnesota 7.6% 25.6% 40.8% 
North Carolina 6.8% 28.6% 31.9% 
Penn State 6.1% 10.5% 25.0% 
Univ Texas 6.4% 24.2% 30.2% 
Univ Virginia 5.1% 12.8% 27.8% 
Univ Wisconsin 9.7% 29.9% 32.8% 
*Data from California are for 1984-85 






















Women are better represented on the faculty of the Cooperative 
Extension Servi ce than on the instructional faculty . Twenty per-
cent of the extension educators, 26% of the associate extension 
educators, 56% of the assistant ext ension educators and 33% of 
the extension instructors are women . In fact, the representation 
of women in the full-time nontenurable faculty altogether 
(including research faculty, lecturers, visiting faculty, faculty 
on fixed length appointments, and faculty of the Cooperative 
Extension Service) has grown at a faster r a te than that of women 
on the tenured and tenurable f aculty, while that of women in 
part-time faculty positions, though fluctuating considerably, has 
remained high, as indicated in Table 3. Since many of these posi-
tions are less desirable than those of the full-time tenured or 
tenurab le faculty, these da ta should be seen as another indic a-
tion of the ghettoization of women in the University workforce in 
positions of lower status, less compensation, less job security, 
and fewer opportunities for advancement . 
Table 3 
Percent Women in the Nontenurable and Part-Time Faculty 
University of Ma ine, 1975-1987 
Full-Time Nontenure 
Eligible Faculty Part-Time Faculty 
Total % Women Total % Women 
~~- ~~-
1975 47 2% 18 67% 
1977 48 26% 81 51% 
1979 35 36% 94 52% 
1981 44 32% 104 60% 
1983* 179 31% 87 53% 
1985 172 35% 108 57% 
1987 177 36% 97 54% 
*1983 is the first year in which Cooperative Extension Faculty 
a re included in these data . 
Source: University of Maine Higher Education Staff Information 





















Affirmative action goals in academic units are established by 
assessing the representation of women and of minorities in the 
national pool of Ph.D.s or other appropriate terminal degrees. 
Goals are set for departments; aggregate goals are set for col-
leges. Anticipated modifications of the affirmative action plan 
will aggregate small, related departments to assure goals greater 
than one woman and one minority member. 
Utilization goals contained in the University's Affirmative 
Action Plan (Appendix 2) indicate that seventeen departments and 
one undepartmentalized college have a percentage of women faculty 
equal to or greater than their representation in that pool. In 
one instance, the Department of Agricultural Engineering, this 
"utilization" yardstick creates an expectation of an all-male 
department; in two others, the School of Nursing and the 
Department of Dental Health, an all-female department. In still 
others, such as the English Department and the College of 
Business Administration, the representation of women is the out-
come of persistent and laudable pursuit of affirmative action goals. 
In the remaining 29 departments and one undepartmentalized 
college women are underutilized. In 15 of these units, the extent 
of underutilization is less than 1.0 full-time position. In six 
other units, the extent of underutilization is more than 1.0 but 
less than 2.0 full-time positions. In the remaining nine, the 
extent of underutilization is 2.0 or more full-time positions. If 
women were equitably utilized in these nine units, even though 
they remained underutilized in the other 21, the representation 
of women on the tenured and tenurable faculty would be 24%, one-
third more than the current percentage. Such units (Table 4), in 
which women are severely underutilized, merit continued special 
attention, even in those cases in which some recent progress has 
been made: 
Table 4 
University of Maine 
Academic Units in Which Women are Severely Underutilized 
%age of %age of Number of 
women on women in positions by 
faculty national which women 
pool are under-
utilized 
Education* 25% 44% 6.5 
Psychology 16% 37% 4.0 
Anthropology 0% 39% 3.5 
Botany & Plant Pathology 3% 26% 3.4 
History 6% 24% 3.1 
Mathematics 4% 13% 2.3 
Geology 0% 18% 2.2 
Political Science 0% 19% 2. 1 
Zoology 11% 22% 2.0 
*An undepartmentalized college. 





















Faculty women are less well paid than faculty men. A moderately 
sophisticated analysis of the discrepancies, taking into account 
such factors as discipline, highest degree earned, rank, and 
years in rank, suggests that the added value of being male in the 
four-year colleges is in the range of $1500-$2000 annually. 
Moreover, as Table 5 reveals, the discrepancies are more severe 
at the University of Maine than at comparable institutions. The 
1986-87 average salary for men at each professorial rank at the 
University was greater than the national average for men at 
institutions in the same AAUP category (Public II A), ~hile that 
of women at the University was only 92% - 93% of the national 
averages for women at those . institutions. 
(SEE TABLE 5 ON PAGE 12) 
In only one college, University College, does the percentage of 
women on the tenured or tenurable faculty exceed 25%. In that 
college 50% of the faculty are women. A comparison of average 
salaries for University College faculty with the combined average 
salaries in the Colleges of Arts and Sciences, Life Sciences and 
Agriculture, and Education (which contain disciplines most like 
those in University College) indicates that salaries are lower in 
University College at each rank by about $6000. 
This discrepancy between University College salaries and the com-
bined average of the other three colleges is substantially 
greater at the associate and assistant professorial ranks than 
national comparisons would predict. Assistant professors at 
public 2-year colleges earn on the average approximately 97% of 
the salaries of assistant professors at public 4-year colleges; 
University College assistant professors earn approximately 77% of 
the combined average of salaries earned by assistant professors 
in the other three colleges. Associate professors at public 
2-year colleges earn on the average approximately 95% of the 
salaries of associate professors at public 4-year colleges; 
University College associate professors earn approximately 84% of 
the combined average of salaries earned by associate professors 
in the other three colleges. 
The University faculty is accustomed to thinking of itself as 
poorly paid; the evidence indicates that the burden of such 
undercompensation is borne by the women on the faculty. 
Nonfaculty professional women: The representation of women among 
the nonfaculty professionals on campus over the past twelve years 
exhibits patterns similar to those discussed above for faculty 
women. The percentage of women has grown at about the same rate, 
namely from 31% to 43% since 1975; most of that growth occurred 
in the period 1979-83 (Table 6), more recent years showing little 
or no growth. 





























SALARY COMPARISONS BY SEX WITHIN INSTITUTIONS (l,OOO's) 
ACADEMIC YKAR 1987-88 
Universltl of Haine PUB II A Institutions 
Men Women W/M Men Women W/M 
43.4 38.3 .88 44.3 42.1 • 95 
33.8 29.4 .87 35.2 33.3 .95 
29.5 24.4 .83 29.2 27.1 .Y3 
22.4 21.1 • 94 22.6 21.l .93 
SALARY COMPARISONS BY SEX ACROSS INSTITUTIONS (l,OOO's) 
Men Women 
Haine* Pub II A ME/Nat'l Haine* Pub II A KE/Nat'l 
43.4 44.3 .98 38.3 42.l .91 
33.8 35.2 .96 29.4 33.3 .88 
29.5 29.2 1.01 24.4 27.1 .YO 
22.4 22,6 .99 21.1 21.0 1.00 





Data sources: UM payroll files, AAUP BULLETIN. 
ERRATA: 
Correction to Page 12, Table 5, The Status of Women at the University of Mai ne, 
June 1988, 





















UNIVERSITY OF MAINE 
FULL-TIME PROFESSIONAL WORK FORCE* 
COMPOSITION BY SEX, OVER TIME 
Executive/ 
Administrative/ Nonfaculty 
Faculty Managerial Professionals 
Year Total F %F Total F %F Total F %F 
1975 530 68 13% 141 21 15% 226 71 31% 
1977 523 76 15% 131 20 15% 301 103 34% 
1979 512 74 14% 130 20 15% 308 100 32% 
1981 546 85 16% 142 21 15% 374 153 41% 
1983 653 129 20% 119 19 16% 310 135 44% 
1985 650 146 22% 129 24 19% 321 136 42% 
1987 665 157 24% 150 21 14% 361 155 43% 
*Source: University of Maine Higher Education Staff Information 
Report EE0-6, submitted in years noted to EEOC. 





















Like faculty women, other professional women are concentrated in 
lower ranks. The percentage of women among the executive, admin-
istrative, and managerial ranks has not increased during the 
twelve-year period; in fact, it is currently at a twelve-year low 
of 14%. Between 1985 and 1987, men gained 24 positions in these 
ranks, women lost 3. 
Women dominate in three areas of professional employment in which 
they are also predominant nationally. They make up the large 
majority of health care providers, librarians, and professionals 
engaged in child care and early childhood education. It is signi-
ficant that in the last of these three the only male should be 
the Director of the Children's Center. 
There are other indications of sex-segregated professional posi-
tions. All 18 people listed among the professional staff in the 
1987-88 Catalog as having a title beginning with "Assistant to" 
are women. All positions with titles including the words 
"Engineer," "Accountant," "Superintendent," or beginning with the 
words "Postdoctoral," "Executive," or "Senior" are held by men. 
The same listing also testifies to the concentration of women 
in lower ranks. Of those bearing the title "Director," the ratio 
of men to women is approximately 4:1; "Associate Director," 
approximately 2:1; "Assistant Director," approximately 3:2. 
Similarly, of those bearing the title "Staff Associate," the 
ratio of men to women is 3:1; "Staff Assistant," 1:1; "Research 
Associate," 5 : 2; "Research Assistant," 1 : 3. 
Opportunities for advancement are in general much more severely 
limi ted for women on the professional staff than for faculty 
women. Opportunities for growth by means of internal transfer are 
available to classified employees, but the nature of expertise 
and training upon which professional roles are based makes oppor-
tunities for cross-institutional transfer far more limited for 
professional staff. Advancement via promotion occurs infre-
quently; advancement via an evolution and redefinition of job 
responsibilities, somewhat more often. If professional women are 
to be equitably represented at the higher ranks in the future, 
the University will need radically to revise its current prac-
tices of recruitment and promotion, and to devise new programs to 
advance the professional development of its women employees. 
A human resources consulting firm has recently been hired by the 
joint committee of the University of Maine System and UMPSA to 
study the salary setting practices and to determine whether pro-
fessional staff employees are being compensated consistently. 
When the study has been completed, it may also be possible to 
determine whether women professional employees are compensated as 
well as men of equivalent qualifications and responsibilities. 
Women on the classified staff: Table 7 displays the twelve-year 





















into four groups of job categories. Two of these groups are 
highly sex-segregated and highly stable in that segregation: 
women have represented 96% of the secretarial/clerical staff 
throughout the period, and exceeded 4% of the skilled crafts 
workers only briefly some years ago. 
(SEE TABLE 7 ON PAGE 16) 
The representation of women in the technical/paraprofessional 
workforce has fluctuated considerably. It is currently somewhat 
higher than the 12-year average, but not higher than it was in 
1979. Throughout most of the period, women have been a distinct 
majority of this segment of the workforce. Women's participation 
in the fourth group, the service/maintenance staff, was relative-
ly stable at 35%-40% until 1983; subsequent reductions in the 
size of this staff have resulted in a disproportionate loss of 
women in the ranks to the current twelve-year low of 27%. 
Twelve years of affirmative action seem to have had no visible 
effect on the numbers and distribution of women on the classified 
staff, who, like other women employees, are concentrated in the 
less well paid positions. Of the women working in classified 
jobs excluding service and maintenance, 87% earn less than 
$16,000; only 24% of the men in these job categories earn less 
than that amount. In the service and maintenance category, 98% of 
the women earn less than $18,000; only 87% of the men earn less 
than that amount. Although male workers constitute only 44% of 
the classified staff, they hold 68% of the supervisory positions. 
Implementation of the recently completed reclassification system 
may redress some of the inequities in wage distribution. If it 
results in substantial increases in wages for the secretarial/ 
clerical and technical/paraprofessional staff, however, it may 
also increase the number of men seeking positions in those areas 
and thereby result in a long-term loss of jobs for women, unless 
the University actively strives to create increased job oppor-
tunities for women in other categories. 
Women Students. The percentage of women in the student body, 
having remained at 47% for several years, has climbed to 49% in 
the past two, still somewhat below the national average. The per-
centage of women in the student body is much higher at every 
other campus of the University of Maine System. Fall 1986 data 
show that the University of Southern Maine had the next lowest 
representation of women at 59%; at the remaining five campuses, 
women composed 63% - 70% of the student body and in the System as 
a whole, 57%. 
Several indicators suggest that the population of women students 
differs from that of men students in ways important to their aca-





















UNIVERSITY OF HAINE 
FULL-TIME CLASSIFIED WORK FORCE* 
COMPOSITION BY SEX, OVER TIME 
Secretarial/ Technical/ Skilled Service/ 
Clerical Paraprofessional Crafts Maintenance 
Year Total F %F Total F %F Total F %F Total F %F 
1975 385 371 96% 138 76 55% 112 0 0% 593 219 37 % 
1977 381 366 96% 153 94 61% 140 6 4% 552 198 36% 
1979 432 415 96% 142 92 65 % 140 6 4% 520 193 37% 
1981 450 434 96% 223 71 32% 141 9 6% 531 184 35% 
1983 485 464 96% 103 59 57% ll~l 4 3% 512 170 33% 
1985 476 454 95% 100 68 68% 133 3 2% 455 133 29% 
1987 491 470 96% 92 60 65 % 130 4 3% 467 127 27% 
*Source: University of Maine Higher .Education Staf f I nformat i on Report EE0-6, submitted in 
years noted to EEOC. 





















student body, women make up the majority of the nontraditional 
students (59%), of the part-time students (72% of those entrolled 
in two-year programs, 56% of those enrolled in four-year 
programs, and 57% of those enrolled in graduate programs), and of 
the nondegree students (65%). It is not possible to say how many 
students may be single parents, but financial aid information 
suggests that almost all of them are women. 
The overrepresentation of women among these populations means 
that women are less likely than men to be living in University 
residences, to be able to take full advantage of the cultural and 
educational resources of the University, or to be well-served by 
programs and services devised primarily for traditional, residen-
tial students. 
Both traditional and nontraditional women students have fewer 
opportunities than men students to develop strong bonds of 
friendship and support with other students of the same sex. The 
remaining women's residence halls and the women's sports teams 
are instances of such opportunities; unfortunately, they are 
available to relatively few women students. This situation is 
particularly unfortunate in view of the evidence that strong 
bonds with same-sex peers foster social and emotional develop-
ment. 
Women students are also very much less likely than men to have 
the advantage of teachers, advisers, mentors, and role models of 
their own sex. In University College the percentage of women 
students somewhat exceeds the percentage of women faculty. In 
each of the other colleges, the percentage of women students much 
exceeds the percentage of women faculty. Table 8 displays the 
range of discrepancy. 
(SEE TABLE 8 ON PAGE 18) 
Student women entering the University in 1981, 1982, and 1983 
were slightly more likely than their male classmates to graduate 
from the University. However, there is some indication of gender-
related differences in migration between majors. It may be that 
women students entering some majors find the climate there 
inhospitable. The University does not at present collect infor-
mation that would enable a fuller analysis of this possibility. 
Although it is difficult to identify strictly comparable data, 
the best available do not suggest that women students at the 
University differ markedly from national patterns in their choice 
of academic programs. However, since women continue to avoid 
entering many traditionally male professions, these national pat-
terns are themselves detrimental to the advancement of women as 
they perpetuate the concentration and oversupply of women in some 
"women's professions" and the shortage of women in some "men's 
professions," where market pressure and tradition result in 






















UNIVERSITY OF HAINE 
DISTRIBUTION OF FACULTY AND STUDENTS WITH DECLARED MAJORS BY SEX 




TENURED & TENURE 
ELIGIBLE FACULTY2 STUDENTS 
a>LLEGE K F %JF K F %F M F %F 
Arts & Sciences 587 591 50% 187 149 44% 200 1/23 46 19 % 
College of Business 657 385 37% 21 17 29% 10 3 23% 
Administration 





Engineering & Science 1072 122 10% 83 18 18% 80 2 2% 
Forest Resources 290 50 15% 40 21 34% 23 l 4% 
Life Science & 274 657 71% 67 72 52% 79 1/24 24 1/24 24% 
Agriculture 
University College 471 603 56% 17 17 50% 
TOTALS 3595 2919 45% 453 405 477. 435 1/2 102 19% 
l 
Head count. Data source: Official Registration Statistics from the Office of the 
Registrar, Fall Semester 1987. Does not include Undergraduate Specials nor Non Degree 
2 students. 
3oata source: Affirmative Acti on Plan based on 12/2/87 employee information. 






















PART II. PROCESSES AND CLIMATE AFFECTING WOMEN AT THE UNIVERSITY 
Our inquiries have led us to the conclusion that, except for iso-
lated pockets of enlightenment, the University climate is fre-
quently hostile to women and rarely better than indifferent to 
women's concerns, experiences, and contributions. The values of 
our University are oriented towards and centered on men. As a 
consequence, women are perceived as marginal to the most valued 
work of the University and are rewarded accordingly. As a further 
consequence, both men and women students are ill prepared to work 
in a society which has changed very much more than the University 
has changed in the last 15 or 20 years. The University has, 
however, the obligation and the opportunity to provide leadership 
in better preparing our students to live fully in the larger 
world. 
We assess the values of the University when we examine compen-
sation levels, hiring practices, public recognition, internal 
support, career patterns, the curriculum, and the symbols with 
which the University represents itself to its constituencies. We 
offer a partial inventory of those values to substantiate our 
observation that the more highly valued activities are those more 
dominated by men, and that conversely the less highly valued 
activities are those in which more women participate. 
More Highly Valued and Rewarded 
Research 
Teaching graduate students 
Teaching in four-year 
undergraduate programs 
Proposed College of Science 
Tenure-track faculty 





The study of men's 
experience and achievements 
Football, ice hockey 
19 
Less Highly Valued and Rewarded 
Teaching and public service 
Teaching undergraduates 




Arts and humanities 
Vocational education 
Dedication divided between 
career and family 
Nursing 
The study of women's 
experience and achievements 




















This system of values works to make the University climate one in 
which most women are unlikely to thrive. As the following 
snapshot indicators of that climate demonstrate, the system makes 
women less visible than their numbers would justify: 
o In its spring newsletter the Honors Program announces its 
sponsorship of ten lectures, nine by members of the 
faculty, one by a distinguished guest. All ten lecturers 
are men. 
o Among persons named in a randomly chosen issue of the 
Weekly Calendar (April 8, 1988), six of ten staff members, 
14 of 15 faculty members, and 31 of 35 guests are men. The 
three people depicted in the one photograph are all men. 
o The main approach to the campus is bordered by a hockey 
arena, fraternity houses and a Center for the Study of 
Early Man. The senior administration is housed in Alumni 
Hall. The campus is one of the few of its kind in the 
nation to lack a Women's Center. The sororities on campus 
have no houses. 
The system of values also works to make women's accomplishments 
less visible than those of men: 
o In a foreword to the proceedings of a conference held at 
the University and designed to stimulate the aspirations 
of Maine citizens, the State's needs for a trained work-
force are expressed, with six examples of professions 
and occupations needed. The six are loggers and lawyers, 
fishermen and physicists, mechanics and mechanical en-
gineers. 
o As much professional staff is proposed for "monitoring the 
academic progress of student athletes" as is currently 
invested in the programs of the Women in the Curriculum 
office. 
o Of students living in residence halls, 39% feel that they 
have no basis of knowledge for judging the accuracy of the 
following statement: "The social/cultural events in your 
hall reflect women's concerns and accomplishments.'' 
o Coaches of athletic teams are part of the faculty 





















The present system of values further works to silence women's 
voices or trivialize their concerns, and tolerates overt hosti-
lity towards them: 
o In the year ·in which Dartmouth College removes sexist 
language from its alma mater, the United Methodist Church 
revises its hymnal and the State of Maine its Constitution 
to incorporate language inclusive of all human beings, and 
a committee of the National Conference of Catholic Bishops 
recommends a revision of liturgical language for the same 
purpose, a proposal to revise the Maine Stein Song meets 
with opposition and ridicule from students, graduates, and 
the general public. 
o A student member announces in class the open forums of the 
Task Force and urges other students to attend. She is 
heckled by other members of the class without interference 
from the instructor. 
o A department chair, when sent a follow-up letter to a 
request from the Task Force for information on women in 
leadership positions, distributes the request to the women 
in his department with an attached note: "I've done my 
best to ignore this, but it won't go away." 
o A distinguished guest addresses an audience made up pri-
marily of students on the subject of acquaintance rape. 
Members of the audience respond with derogatory remarks. 
o Students concerned about the personal safety of women on 
campus organize a protest march. They are heckled by other 
students. 
o Six women students present to an academic administrator 
a formal written complaint about a member of the faculty, 
making serious allegations of discriminatqry behavor. They 
are never informed of any actions taken in response to the 
complaint, and the professor's behavior remains unchanged. 
o A former dean admits that a member of his faculty against 
whom women students had repeatedly brought allegations of 
sexist behavior suffered nothing worse than repeated con-
ferences with his dean. 
o At an open forum of the Task Force, virtually every stu-
dent present and several members of the faculty and of the 
staff have personal knowledge of rapes that have occurred 
on campus. 
o Residents of a women's hall, harassed and threatened by 
their male peers, discuss pooling their resources to hire 





















o Members of the Student Government Senate, addressed by a 
representative of the Task Force, express overwhelming 
cynicism about the proposition that those in authority 
care whether the University's climate is hostile for 
women. 
o A faculty member quotes the contribution of one of her men 
students to a classroom debate on date rape: "Sometimes, 
you know, if you don't force them, they won't do it." 
o A nontraditional woman student advocates the establishment 
of a Women's Center on campus: "There is no place on cam-
pus where I feel comfortable -- not the classroom, not the 
cafeteria, not even the library." 
Finally, the present system of values works to cripple the poten-
tial of women to contribute the full measure of their talents and 
abilities: 
o The University's President, all of its Vice Presidents, 
all of its Assistant Vice Presidents, all of its Deans, 
and the Directors of all of its research and public ser-
vice units are men. The only Associate Vice President, not 
a line administrator, is a woman. The School of Nursing is 
the only academic unit offering a four-year program to be 
headed by a woman. 
o Men compose 44% of the classified staff, but hold 68% of 
the supervisory positions in those ranks. 
o Men compose 66% of the nonfaculty professional workforce, 
but hold 86% of the executive, administrative, and mana-
gerial positions. 
o A woman student who has achieved all A's in science 
courses in several departments consults with a faculty 
member about her poorer performance in his course. She is 
informed that women often do poorly in science and ad-
vised to consider a major in literature. 
o A graduate student testifies at an open forum of the Task 
Force about studying for a profession dominated by men: 
"Sometimes I wonder whether you're doing women a favor by 
encouraging us to go into fields like this. Will we ever 
be able to practice the profession? Will we get jobs? Can 
we spend long hours in the lab every night and also have a 
family? What do we talk about with our colleagues at pro-
fessional meetings, when they've bellied up to the bar to 
comment on the figures of the women around the pool?" 





















The University will not become an institution in which both men 
and women can develop their full potential without a reevaluation 
of its values. Increasing the numbers of women at all ranks will 
do much to bring about that reevaluation, but such an increase is 
unlikely without vigorous programs of intervention and education 
under the leadership of a committed senior administration. 
We have found that women are excluded from most University 
policy-making and planning activities. With the sole exception of 
the affirmative action plan, such activities rarely consider that 
policies and plans may affect women differently than men. We have 
seen little consideration given to such differential impacts in 
the long-range planning process, the budgeting process, and the 
collegiate reorganization process undertaken this year, a sign 
that a preponderance of those in leadership are insufficiently 
aware of women's experiences, concerns, and needs. 
We have found that many members of the University community, 
including many women, fail to recognize the ways in which the 
University's values limit or exclude the partic i pation of women 
in the life of the community. While most members subscribe to the 
concept of equal opportunity, relatively few understand or accept 
affirmative action. But equal opportunity is meaningless when the 
qualifications for seizing the opportunity are those rarely pro-
vided by women's experience. 
We describe here in some detail four ways in which women at the 
University are deprived of a truly equal opportunity to excel. 
We discuss the University's inadequate acknowledgement of the 
unequal distribution of labor for family and community; the 
impact of unequal opportunities to learn about the history and 
concerns of one's own kind, to be guided in learning by people 
with whom one can closely identify, and to be permitted one's 
dignity in the classroom environment; the effects of unequal 
access of professional women to resources for professional de-
velopment; and women's unequal opportunity for personal safety 
and for freedom from fear of personal harm on campus. 
Women's work for family and community: 
Any model of democratic participation in the workforce which 
fails to acknowledge work for family and community discriminates 
against women. Far fewer women than men can choose to have 
children without interrupting or otherwise retarding their career 
development by several years. A man who pursues an academic 
career without significant interruption may often feel that his 
scholarly endeavors have reached a fruitful maturity when he is 
in his SO's. A woman, unless she remains childless in her youth 
and unburdened with the care for aging parents in her middle age, 
is unlikely to know that satisfaction before her retirement. 
The woman academic who wishes to have children may choose to do 
so before completing graduate study; in that case, she must pur-





















typically require several more years of study than her childless 
peers, and will enter the job market as a mature candidate with 
substantial financial obligations and restricted mobility, 
thereby severely limiting her opportunities to find a suitable 
tenure-track appointment. Or she may choose to postpone child-
bearing until she has completed her graduate study; in that case, 
she must pursue tenure while still caring for young children, and 
will typically not be able to accomplish as much study and 
research as her male peers, thereby severely limiting her chances 
of gaining tenure. The facts of reproductive biology make the 
option of postponing child-bearing until after tenure undesirable 
for most women. 
Other women workers do not face the same requirements of lengthy 
study and of achieving tenure, but all women workers (including 
students) who have children or other family members requiring 
care experience demands and stresses which are typically much 
greater than those experienced by their male peers. Opportunities 
for advancement which require full-time devotion to the job are 
open to most otherwise qualif~ed men, but to very few otherwise 
highly qualified women. 
Society has chosen to reward those who postpone or interrupt a 
career to serve in the armed forces by making it more easily 
possible for them to resume a career after their period of 
service. Veterans' education benefits and preferential hiring 
laws are a form of compensation for contributions to society. 
American society is only now beginning to recognize that women's 
work for family and community also deserves such compensation. 
The University can choose to value as job-related assets the 
experience gained by working women with families in handling 
stress, ambiguity, and complex demands. It can also promote 
opportunities for women to participate and to advance in the 
workforce by enhancing child-care services, by liberalizing 
family leave provisions, by facilitating flexible work arrange-
ments, and by instituting provisions for slowing or temporarily 
stopping the tenure process. While we recognize and applaud 
recent advances in child-care services, the needs are still great 
and will require very significantly increased investment of 
resources. No other single investment has more potential of bene-
fiting women than the investment in making the University a 
workplace fit for people with families. 
Classroom and curriculum: 
Women students, both graduate and undergraduate, sought oppor-
tunities to make known to us their perceptions that the classroom 
climate can be, and often is, a hindrance to their learning and 
destructive of their self-esteem. Their complaints focused par-
ticularly on sexism in the classroom, both as practiced and as 
tolerated by instructors, and on the lack of women teachers , 





















We did not hear evidence of particularly subtle forms of sexism 
in the classroom, but rather of crude, conscious, blatant, and 
persistent forms. The classroom or laboratory is clearly an 
environment in which a self-respecting faculty member can ridi-
cule known or suspected feminism, belittle women in general, 
engage in behavior offensive to one or more members of the class 
and refuse to modify that behavior when the offense is politely 
made known, and penalize the student who protests against the 
offense. Moreover, in the few instances reported to us in which 
students protested to authorities higher than the instructor, 
such as a chair, a dean, or a vice president, they remained unin-
formed of further action by the higher authority and unable to 
detect a change in the offensive behavior. 
Much of the behavior criticized by students was language beha-
vior. Clearly the University's nonsexist language policy is not 
widely held to be applicable to classroom discourse, to course 
syllabi, to teaching materials, or to expectations for student 
writing. In fact, students expressed cynicism about the enforce-
ment of the policy on any front, pointing to the institutionali-
zation of sexist language in the Center for the Study of Early 
Man, Alumni Hall, and the text of the alma mater. 
We had assumed that most members of the faculty would recognize 
sexist language, because most disciplinary associations and pro-
fessional journals now refuse to accept it. As we discovered to 
our surprise and distress, however, many members of the 
University community, including faculty members and administra-
tors, do not know what sexist language is. Moreover, many members 
of the larger community believe that sexism in language is triv-
ial, a matter of much less import than the value of "tradition," 
as recent debate on the merits of changing the text of the Maine 
Stein Song or the state's Constitution so amply demonstrated. 
Among those who recognize sexist language, some believe that it 
occurs infrequently in the classroom, because it is infrequently 
reported to administrators, while others believe that its 
occurence is relatively unimportant, unless it offends a student. 
Still others, who take more seriously the research bearing on the 
power of language as a force of socialization to gender roles, 
believe both that it is much more prevalent than is reported or 
recognized, and that it is more detrimental to those who are 
unconscious of it than to those who are offended by it. 
We recognize that the prominence we have given to sexist language 
in our recommendations may strike some members of the community 
as a preoccupation with trivia. We also acknowledge the pain and 
anger we heard in the students who testified on this score, and 
whose testimony on this score alone dominated several of our open 
forums. We accept the testimony that described how sexist 
language distresses the student and interferes with learning. We 
subscribe not only to the view that sexist language is damaging 
to both men and women, but also to the view that changing prior 





















University's commitment to welcoming human diversity and to 
cherishing the human dignity of all its members. 
Students who lamented the lack of access to women teachers, advi-
sors, mentors, and role models, particularly in their major field 
of study, often testified that the treatment afforded them by men 
who served as their teachers and advisors differed from the 
treatment accorded their male peers. Advisors were more 
accessible to men students than to women students. Faculty men 
socialized informally with men students, but not with women stu-
dents. Women students were discouraged from pursuing research on 
women and women's issues. Graduate faculty took more seriously 
their obligations for the professional socialization of their men 
students than of their women students. The topics discussed in 
informal "small talk" with men students were more often related 
to the discipline, the profession, the instructor's or student's 
work; with women students, such talk tended to center on family 
and local news. 
The lack of women in many departments and in the senior admin-
istration, and their paucity in the ranks of the full professors, 
further damages women students. It communicates to them the 
message that though they may be acceptable or even outstanding 
students, they will never be truly qualified to attain a position 
of stature either on the teaching faculty or in the administra-
tion of their university or of a comparable institution. 
The Task Force heard high praise from students for the Women's 
Studies courses and for other gender-balanced courses in the 
curriculum. Some claimed that only the availability of such 
courses had kept them at the University, while others cited them 
.as a place of refuge from classrooms in which women were invi-
sible. Clearly books, lectures, and other teaching materials are 
also sources of role models for women students, which can to some 
extent modify the me$sage that much of the University climate 
communicates to them. The need for an expansion of Women's 
Studies and for integration of women's perspectives into many 
more courses of the curriculum is urgent. 
The isolation of the professional woman at the University: 
Faculty women, particularly those who work in departments or 
colleges with very few women, work in an environment less con-
ducive to the development of their full potential than that of 
their male colleagues. Women working in such environments at the 
University cite the following detrimental results: 
1) As new professors, they lack assistance in accomplishing 
the transition from graduate student to faculty, and have little 
chance of acquiring a mentor for this process. They see this as 
a more severe problem for women than for men because women of ten 






















2) They have difficulty in establishing with male colleagues 
the informal communication networks which facilitate research and 
career development. 
3) They experience a dissipation of psychological energy when 
they must confront, ignore, or educate men who {often uninten-
tionally) devalue or discriminate against women, leaving them 
less time and energy to devote to "real work." 
4) They are disheartened by the perception that women are 
preferentially asked to make contributions that are necessary, 
but undervalued, such as committee service, student advising, and 
curriculum development work. 
5) They are discouraged by the perception that, despite the 
number of highly qualified, talented, and ambitious women on cam-
pus, there are very few women in administrative line positions 
and very few women full professors, a sign that their own contribu-
tions are unlikely to be rewarded. 
With minor modifications, the same statements are true for other 
women professionals, particularly for administrators or for those 
who work in units with few other women. Women who assume admin-
istrative roles report similar patterns of isolation and lack of 
support, thus discouraging other women from considering admin-
istrative positions. 
In some respects, women on the professional staff are even more 
isolated than faculty women. The faculty woman who is alone in 
her department or college still has a strong sense of iden-
tification with other faculty women, and can seek to build net-
works of support with them. The professional staff person often 
has a sense of professional identity only with other members of 
the same or closely related units. There are no natural ties be-
tween librarians and physicians, between child care providers and 
research assistants. The professional staff woman often feels 
doubly devalued, first in comparison to the faculty woman, 
secondly in comparison to the professional staff man. She is 
especially in need of networks of support and is particularly 
unlikely to find them. 
We do not need to cite the locker room or the fishing trip to 
identify the locus of informal mentoring activities and informal 
communication networks that exclude women. An examination of the 
composition of table groups in the Damn Yankee or University Club 
at lunch time is sufficiently revealing. The University is a 
workplace in which men and women lunch informally only with their 
same-sex colleagues. A table with both men and women from the 
faculty or staff is generally a committee or department meeting. 






















Hostility and violence toward women: 
Freedom from risk of personal harm is essential to the well-being 
of the community and of the individual. In comparison to some 
urban campuses, the University is a safe environment in many 
respects, but it is not immune to the problems of society at 
large or to those shared by other academic institutions. 
Rape and domestic violence are not risks borne equally by men and 
women. The norms and attitudes that place women at risk in 
society operate at the University as well. They are particularly 
damaging in the case of date or acquaintance rape, a well-
established, ugly, and demeaning fact of life on most college 
campuses today, including the University of Maine. 
Because the victim knows her assailant, and because alcohol or 
drug abuse is so often a contributing factor, most victims of 
date or acquaintance rape are unsure whether a crime has been 
committed. Their peers of both sexes tend to blame the victim, 
rather than the assailant. Indeed, the victim often blames her-
self. Shame, guilt, and frequently also fear of reprisal prevent 
many victims from reporting the incident. 
The Department of Public Safety receives very few reports of 
rapes; even fewer are prosecuted. A somewhat larger number of 
calls from victims of acquaintance rape occurring in fraternity 
houses and residence halls at the University are identified by 
people who answered the Rape Crisis Center phones in Bangor prior 
to its closing; most of the victims are said to have been first-
year women students, and alcohol abuse was commonly a contrib-
uting factor. Moreover, discussions with resident directors and 
student testimony at our open forums convince us that there are 
far more rapes on campus, and far more subsequent harassment of 
the victims, than formal reports suggest. 
Many students of both sexes refuse to admit that date rape is a 
serious offense. Among those who recognize it as a crime, there 
is also a wide-spread perception that the University does nothing 
for the victim or to the assailant, that the University in fact 
refuses to acknowledge the existence of the problem. In the past 
year, the University took significant steps in breaking the 
silence with the Presidential proclamation of Rape Awareness Week 
and with the events associated with that week. These efforts are 
an important first step, since failure to acknowledge the 
existence of the problem has been perceived as tacitly condoning 
the violence. 
The evidence of other universities in the recent past corrobo-
rates the view that when undergraduate men have ready access to 
alcohol and to women, the incidence of violence towards women 
increases. We in this University should closely examine our poli-





















We must develop a comprehensive program of education and preven-
tion. We must coordinate services for the victim, find ways to 
encourage prosecution of the assailant, and sever our ties with 
individuals responsible for violence. And we must continue 
publicly to acknowledge the problem and to declare our refusal to 






















We believe that advancement towards the goal of becoming an 
equitable institution for women requires ardent leadership of the 
senior administration. We urge the President to assign respon-
s i bility for implementing the recommendations he accepts to the 
appropriate Vice President, and we therefore present our recom-
mendations in six categories, one for direct presidential action 
and five others . grouped according to the areas of responsibility 
of the five Vice Presidents. 
Facing each recommendation in the right hand margin is a recom-
mended date for implementation. If the recommended action is on-
going or repeated, the date designates a recommended beginning. 
We have not included a budgetary assessment for our recommen-
dations. We believe that the President and his Executive Council 
are better prepared to assess costs. Some recommendations will 
cost nothing to implement. For others, the costs will depend upon 
the kind and degree of implementation; for example, the costs of 
a Women's Center will depend in part on whether new construction 
is undertaken or existing space adapted to a new use. While for 
the implementation of some recommendations new monies may be 
sought, either through appropriations or through fundraising 
activities, a reallocation of existing resources or redefinition 
of their purposes may be more appropriate for others. On the 
whole, however, we believe that an investment of $500,000 in new 
initiatives annually over the next several years, in addition to 
the costs of the one capital project we recommend, will enable us 
to make progress in achieving our goals for women. 
We recognize that some of our recommendations may require action 
from the Board of Trustees in relation to system-wide policies or 
collectively bargained contracts, and are therefore beyond the 
direct control of the campus. Nevertheless we wish to present 
them as recommendations for desirable change. 
We recommend that the President undertake the following 
initiatives. 
Educate the community: 
1) Acknowledge publicly and frequently the findings of the 
Task Force and the University's commitment to change. 
2) Direct a campaign to educate all members of the Univer-
sity community about their rights and obligations under the 
laws governing equal opportunity. Publicize the resources pro-
vided by the University to assist those who pursue their rights, 
to advocate for them, to protect them from reprisals, and to 
assure compliance. This campaign should include a brochure re-























3) Establish a mechanism to review University publications, 
other media productions, and similar forms of communication to 
assure that women and men are represented in nonsexist roles, 
images, and language. 6/1/89 
4) Direct units responsible for student and employee hand-
books and catalogs to consult with the Equal Opportunity Office 
regarding inclusion of policy statements and information on 
avoiding discrimination and valuing differences. 1/1/89 
5) Distribute to all members of the community a brochure 
containing the University's nonsexist language policy, detailing 
its history, clarifying its applicability, and designating 
authority for education and enforcement activities. Include the 
contents of the brochure in all future printings of student hand-
books and faculty or staff manuals. 4/1/89 
6) Demonstrate the University's sincere commitment to a 
positive climate for women by applauding the current efforts of 
the Director of the Center for the Study of Early Man to adopt a 
new name for the Center, and by encouraging the revision of both 
the lyrics of the "Maine Stein Song" and the names of the Alumni 
Association and Alumni Hall to language forms inclusive of women. 1/1/89 
Monitor progress: 
7) Establish a permanent Presidential Commission on the 
Status of Women and charge it with monitoring progress, 
collecting information, and pursuing an annual agenda of study on 
the status of women at the University. Charge the Commission ini-
tially with an investigation of the implications for the 
University of the Restoration of the Civil Rights Act, par-
ticularly with regard to athletics. (A list of other pressing 
matters for the Commission's agenda is attached as Appendix 1.) 3/1/89 
8) Require each organi~ational unit within the University to 
prepare an annual report of actions it has undertaken to make the 
University a more equitable institution for women, and of actions 
it plans to undertake in the coming year, said reports to be sub-
mitted to the responsible vice president, the Commission on the 
Status of Women, and the Director of Equal Opportunity. 6/1/89 
9) Include as a component of the annual performance eva-
luation of managerial personnel a measurement of their contribu-
tion towards the University's objectives for women. 6/1/89 
10) Increase the Equal Opportunity Office by one pro-
fessional and one half-time clerical staff to accomplish more 
comprehensive data collection, analysis, and reporting, and to 
engage in more education and program development. Provide the 
Office with the increased space, equipment, and operating budget 





















11) Establish an Equal Opportunity Advisory Committee as a 
committee of the administration, representative of the consti-
tuencies served, to support the Equal Opportunity Office by pro-
viding (a) support and direction in setting priorities for Equal 
Opportunity activities; (b) support and advice on space and staff 
needs; (c) assistance in an annual evaluation of Equal 
Opportunity operations; (d) advocacy for Equal Opportunity con-
cerns, if necessary; and (e) continuity in the event of changes 
in the Equal Opportunity staff. 3/1/89 
12) Provide for an annual evaluation of the operations of 
the Equal Opportunity Office, with an opportunity for those 
served by the Office to participate. 6/1/89 
13) Establish an ad hoc committee charged with the respon-
sibility to address anti-social behavior and the need for respect 
for differences. Include in the membership some members of the 
1986-87 Council of Colleges committee on anti-social behavior. 
This committee should also evaluate present campus conditions and 
factors related to respect for others and human dignity. It 
should report its findings to the Council of Colleges, the Vice 
President for Student Affairs, and the Vice President for 
Administration by April 15, 1990. 4/15/89 
14) Evaluate the present roles of fraternity organizations 
at the University. In particular, examine the extent to which 
they may contribute to a climate hostile to women. Identify the 
steps the University should take to assure positive contributions 
of fraternities to the community in the future. 1/1/90 
Recruit women_!£ positions in which they are underrepresented: 
15) Allow the next vacancy at the level of Vice President to 
remain vacant, or fill it only on a short-term acting capacity, 
until it or another vice presidential position is filled with a 
qualified woman. Work with the Director of Equal Opportunity to 
design an advertising strategy that will be honest to all poten-
tial applicants. If, after this position or these two positions 
have been filled, the affirmative action goal at this level has 
not been met, repeat the process. Reinstitute it at any time in 
the future in which gender imbalance occurs. 1/1/89 
16) Allow the next vacancy at the level of Dean to remain 
vacant, or fill it only on a short-term acting capacity, until it 
or another deanship is filled with a qualified woman. Work with 
the Director of Equal Opportunity to design an advertising stra-
tegy that will be honest to all potential applicants. If, after 
this position or these two positions have been filled, the affir-
mative action goal at this level has not been met, repeat the 
process. Reinstitute it at any time in the future in which 





















17) Establish a fund for Opportunity Hires of (a) 
distinguished women scholars at associate or full professor rank, 
(b) promising women scholars at junior ranks in disciplines in 
which the national availablity of women is severely limited, and 
(c) women in capacities in which their availability is severely 
limited in the professional and classified staff, in all cases as 
an additional position in the appropriate unit until the next 
vacancy occurs. 7/1/89 
18) Require heads of all units conducting searches to obtain 
from the Equal Opportunity Office the most current equal oppor-
tunity/ affirmative action search information, including the uti-
lization status of their unit and the resulting search 
requirements. 1/1/89 
19) Require search committees in units in which women are 
underutilized to meet with a representative of the Equal 
Opportunity Office to discuss equitable search processes and to 
agree upon the committee's strategies for meeting affirmative 
action goals. 1/1/89 
20) Require the temporary suspension of searches to fill 
faculty and professional positions, including department chairs, 
when the short lists include no women or a number of women below 
that indicated by their availability in the relevant labor pool, 
until the appropriate vice president, dean (if applicable), and 
the Equal Opportunity Office have been notified in writing of 
this fact and have been provided with written justification for 
the resumption of the search. Permit the search to resume only 
with the written approval of both the appropriate vice president 
and the Director of Equal Opportunity. 7/1/89 
Promote advancement opportunities for women: 
21) Provide clear direction to vice presidents, deans, 
directors, department heads, and first-line supervisors to exer-
cise responsible commitment to staff development, including that 
of classified staff, so that all employees are able to take 
advantage of opportunities to advance their education and their 
career. Address in particular those units in which classified 
staff are rarely or never permitted to take advantage of such 
opportunities as part of their normal work schedule. 1/1/89 
22) Encourage the establishment of well-publicized career 
development programs to enable women to advance professionally 
within the University. 9/1/89 
23) Support the development of a semi-formal mentoring 
system for women employees, recruiting a pool of volunteer men-
tors, training them, offering new women employees at all ranks a 
committed and capable mentor, and recognizing the mentors' work 





















24) Support at least two positions per year in administra-
tive internships for women, including both on-campus and off-
campus training programs. 7/1/89 
Remedy inequities in compensation: 
25) As part of the annual salary setting process, require 
the Equal Opportunity Office to provide an annual analysis, with 
follow-up, of salaries and promotions for women compared to men, 
including, for example, performance, education and training, 
experience, supervisory responsibility, and other job-related 
factors. If inequities attributable to gender are found, act 
immediately to correct them. 1/1/89 
26) Encourage and support full implementation of the 
Reclassification Study recommendations. 1/1/89 
27) Encourage and support the establishment of a pro-
fessional staff salary structure, including an equitable job eva-
luation and description system, updating of job descriptions, and 
correction of pay inequities, by not later than July 1, 1989. 1/1/89 
28) Investigate and remedy inequitably depressed levels of 
compensation and status in units whose faculties or other pro-
fessional employees are equally or predominantly women, such as 
the School of Nursing, Cooperative Extension Service, University 
College, and the Children's Center. 7/1/89 
29) Make information about items that are negotiable in 
signing a contract, such as salaries, moving expenses, and prior 
credit towards tenure , available to all finalists for employment 
at the University, so that all candidates have access to the same 
information when establishing entry salaries. 1/1/89 
Increase resources for women: 
30) Establish a Women's Center with a staff, an operating 
budget, and secure, hospitable space for meeting rooms, offices, 
child care, a library, and a kitchen. 9/1/90 
31) Until an adequate facility for the Women's Center is 
available, establish an interim Women's Center with, at a mini-
mum, a staff, an advisory committee, and a space suitable for 
planning and other urgent organizing activities. 9/1/89 
32) Clarify the allocation of responsibility for women's 
development programs, now shared by the Equal Opportunity Office 
and Women in the Curriculum. Assign additional staff to meet 





















33) Set priorities for .major fund-raising projects related 
to women : a Women's Center, child care, and endowed funds for 
women's scholarships and professional development. 4/15/89 
Reward achievements in promoting equity 'for women : 
34) Acknowledge and reward publicly the achievements of 
individuals or organizational units in promoting equity for 
and affirmative action at the University . 























We recommend that the President request that the Vice President 
for Academic Affa i rs undertake the following initiatives. 
Educate the community: 
35) Design and implement comprehensive educational programs 
to eliminate sexist behavior, including sexist language, in the 
classroom and associated areas of the academic enterprise. Direct 
programs to vice presidents, deans, chairs, faculty, teaching 
assistants, staff, and students. Target areas known to have a 
particularly high rate of problem behaviors for special study and 
especially vigorous intervention. 9/1/89 
36) Design and implement programs for training faculty, 
staff, and teaching assistants to address the additional issues 
of classroom climate identified in the publications of the 
Project on the Status and Education of Women (AAC). 9/1/89 
Monitor progress: 
37) Expect faculty actively to engage in behavior that pro-
motes equity for women and affirmative action. Incorporate the 
assessment of that behavior into decisions about hiring, reap-
pointment, tenure, and promotion. 
38) Expect faculty actively to include appropriate attention 
to the history, contributions, experiences, roles, and status of 
women in the courses they design and teach. Incorporate the 
assessment of the integration of women into the curriculum into 
9/1/90 
decisions about hiring, reappointment, tenure, and promotion. 9/1/90 
39) Work with the Director of Equal Opportunity to revise the 
forms used in student evaluation of instructors and courses in 
order to include a question on sexist language and a question 
assessing the classroom climate for women. In courses of low 
enrollment or those in which very few women students are 
enrolled, devise an alternative process of evaluating sexism in 
the classroom, in order that women students may express concerns 
without fear of reprisal. Report results to the Commission on the 
Status of Women and to the Equal Opportunity Office. Work with 
chairs and deans to identify and remediate problem areas. 6/1/89 
40) Collect data on dropouts and on changes of major, and 
analyze the data by sex, race, age, and traditional/ nontradi-
tional status to determine whether particular academic programs 
are inhospitable for particular populations of women students. 
Report the results to the Commission on the Status of Women and 
to the Equal Opportunity Office on an annual basis. 8/1/89 
41) Direct the Graduate School to audit annually its 





















practices, submitting reports of its audits to the President's 
Commission on the Status of Women and to the Equal Opportunity 
Office. 1/1/89 
42) Develop and implement a system of monitoring the distri-
bution of sabbaticals, travel funds, research support, clerical 
help, space, research assistants, and work-study help, to assure 
that they are equitably distributed among men and women of the 
faculty. Report annually on the distribution to the Commission on 
the Status of Women and to the Equal Opportunity Office. 9/1/89 
43) Require that planning for promotion be included in the 
annual evaluation of faculty at both the department and the 
college level. 9/1/89 
Increase resources for women: 
44) Increase the Women in the Curriculum Office by one pro-
fessional staff person to meet needs for curriculum revision and 
for women's development. Provide the Office with the increased 
space, equipment, and operating budget to fulfill these respon-
sibilities. 9/1/89 
45) Facilitate and encourage the on-going integration ef-
forts of Women in the Curriculum. Continue to provide a source 
of funding for instructional improvement grants. Encourage de-
partments to integrate women's perspectives into their courses, 
with particular attention to entry-level courses. 9/1/89 
46) Facilitate and encourage the on-going development of a 
Women's Studies program. Plan and implement mechanisms to protect 
faculty teaching in the program, but having a primary departmen-
tal affiliation elsewhere, from possible detrimental effects on 
salary or other evaluation of their having participated in the 
program. 
Remedy ine.qui ties in compensation for women: 
47) Acknowledge the biases against women in the prevailing 
academic value system and work to counteract them by increasing 
the evaluation and rewards for teaching, advising, and committee 
service; for research on women and families, publication in jour-
nals of Women's Studies, and contributions to Women's Studies; 
for those academic disciplines in which women have traditionally 
participated more fully; and for service on the faculty of 
9/ 1/89 
University College and on the part-time faculty in all colleges. 9/1/90 
48) Limit the number of part-time temporary faculty to an 
unavoidable minimum. Provide them with prorated fringe benefits. 7/1/89 
49) Investigate the possibility and desirability of faculty 





















Recruit women ~ positions in which they are underrepresented: 
50) Allow vacant positions in departments in which women are 
severely underutilized, i.e. by 2 or more full-time positions, to 
remain vacant or filled only with limited term appointments, 
reopening a search, until such time as a qualified woman accepts 
the position or another in the same department. After this posi-
tion or these two positions have been filled, repeat the process 
until women are no longer severely underutilized in the depart-
ment. 2/1/89 
51) Enlarge the potential applicant pool of qualified women 
for faculty positions by initiating exchange programs to bring 
visiting women scholars to the University, encouraging doctorate-
granting departments to offer positions to their own women stu-
dents, helping departments to keep in touch with women students 
who go on to graduate study elsewhere, and supporting intensive 
efforts to identify and recruit promising women candidates from 
other institutions. 9/1/89 
52) Work with departments and colleges to recruit women stu-
dents into male-dominated academic programs, by providing both 
the departments and the students with timely information, by 
easing entry into professional programs at a point later than the 
freshman year (curricular revision, 3-2 programs), by organizing 
summer institutes or similar programs for secondary and middle 
school girls, and by providing appropriate women role models. 1/1/89 
Promote advancement opportunities for women: 
53) Work with the Council of Colleges and the Office of 
Human Resources to revise tenure policies, making available to 
all faculty during the probationary period what is now available 
on an ad hoc basis only: family leave, during which the tenure 
"clock" stops; and reduction from full-time to part-time faculty 
status, during which the "clock" slows proportionately. Assure 
that tenure-track faculty who exercise such options are not pe-
nalized for having extended their probationary period. 
54) Institute new flexibility with regard to the length of 
the probationary period for the faculty of the School of Nursing 
during its transition to a fully developed B.S.N.-granting school 
and its planning for an M.S.N.-granting program within the 
University. 
55) Assure that the University-wide First Year Experience 
program currently being developed promotes a climate conducive to 
the intellectual and social development of women. 
56) Direct the College of Education and the School of Human 
Development to review and, if necessary, to further modify pro-


























enables child care providers and school teachers, counselors, and 
administrators: 
(a) to understand the social pressures that restrict the 
perceived career options of girls and young women; 
(b) to learn the skills needed to help girls and young 
women fully consider and prepare for a broader range of career 
choices: 
(c) to comprehend the unintended, even unconscious, dif-
ferences in treatment of girls and boys in the classroom, and 
develop strategies to overcome those differences; and 
(d) to counteract the educational materials and 
classroom practices that contribute to gender differences in abi-
lities and choices. 























We recommend that the President request that the Vice President 
for Student Affairs undertake the following initiatives. 
Educate the community: 
57) Design and implement comprehensive educational programs 
to eliminate sexist behavior outside the classroom, to begin with 
orientation, and to be promulgated through programs in residence 
halls, clubs, organizations, governmental bodies, fraternities 
and sororities throughout the year. Target areas known to have a 
particularly high rate of problem behaviors for special study and 
for especially vigorous intervention. 9/1/89 
58) Design and implement programs to raise student awareness 
of women's experiences, women's issues, and resources for women 
at the University. 9/1/90 
59) Charge the existing Rape Awareness Committee with a 
broader responsibility for women's safety. Provide the Committee 
with the support necessary to coordinate a program of prevention 
by expanding current efforts to enhance emergency response, cri-
sis counseling, and effective intervention. The Committee should 
also review and update existing rape protocols; work with the 
Office of Academic Affairs to train faculty members and teaching 
assistants in the use of an appropriate crisis protocol; develop 
effective disciplinary sanctions with the Conduct Office; advo-
cate for victims' rights; and re-educate the community to 
discourage violent behavior. 1/15/89 
60) Make seminars on alcohol abuse and on date rape mandatory 
sessions of first-year orientation. 1/1/89 
61) Provide the residents of fraternity houses with positive 
role models and mentors by requiring all houses to hire adult 
live-in advisors, by encouraging active faculty and chapter advi-
sors, and by establishing short-term residences for distinguished 
visiting alumni. 9/1/89 
62) Raise awareness by releasing information, within the 
constraints of the Family Education Rights and Privacy Act of 
1974, about abusive and violent behavior that occurs on campus, 
in order to make known to the community that there is a connec-
tion between alcohol and drug abuse and violence, to identify 
trouble spots on campus, and to intervene where problems exist. 3/1/89 
Monitor progress: 
63) Evaluate all programs and services in the jurisdiction of 
the Vice President for Student Affairs, to determine their 
contributions to the development of women and of nontraditional 





















64) Evaluate student housing to determine the need for safe 
housing and appropriate residential programming for women stu-
dents. 9/1/89 
65) Direct the Office of Enrollment Management to audit 
admissions and financial aid awards annually to assure non-
discriminatory practices, submitting reports of the audit to the 
President's Commission on the Status of Women and to the Equal 
Opportunity Office at the end of each academic year. 1/1/89 
Increase resources for women: 
66) Implement the proposal of the ad hoc Committee on 
Women's Health for an expansion of women'Sl1ealth services. 3/1/89· 
67) Design and implement a program to promote the develop-
ment of leadership skills among women students. 9/1/89 
68) Develop a plan to provide adequate and affordable health 
insurance to all students, including single parents with depen-
dent children. 1/1/90 
69) Continue efforts to increase ~he percentage of women on 
the staff of the Counseling Center. 1/1/89 
70) Extend educational and outreach programs of the 
Counseling Center, in cooperation with Residential Life and the 
Nontraditional Student Office, to address issues of concern to 
traditional and nontraditional women students, such as combining 
work and family, gender roles, self-esteem, assertiveness and 
anger, and single parenting. 9/1/90 
71) Study the impact of current efforts to re-establish the 
Bangor Rape Crisis Center. Consider the current campus crisis 
hot-line proposal in light of community resources which may be 
re-established. Evaluate the merits of the current proposal and 
the potential advantages of providing valuable assistantship and 
work-study opportunities in fields such as Counseling, Human 
Development, Nursing, Psychology, Social Work and Sociology. 9/1/89 
Recruit women to fields in which they are underrepresented: 
72) Develop recruitment materials and strategies effectively 
to recruit more women students and particularly to recruit women 
into currently male-dominated courses of study, majors, and 
careers. 11/1/89 
73) Collaborate with secondary schools and with University 
departments or colleges to design programs for school pupils and 






















We recommend that the President request that the Vice President 
for Administration undertake the following initiatives: 
Educate the community: 
74) Design and implement a comprehensive educational program 
to eliminate sexist behavior, including sexist language, in the 
workplace. Target areas known to have a particularly high rate of 
problem behaviors for special study and especially vigorous 
intervention. 7/1/90 
Monitor progress: 
75) Expect employees actively to engage in behavior that pro-
motes equity and affirmative action for women. Make assessment of 
such behavior a part of hiring, reappointment, and promotion 
decisions. 
76) Support the Office of Human Resources, in consultation 
with the Equal Opportunity Office, in developing a process for 
conducting exit interviews with resigning women employees to 
determine whether aspects of the climate for women at the 
University contribute to resignations. 
Remedy inequities in women's compensation: 
77) Make redressing of gender inequities in salaries and 
wages the top priority in dealing with all bargaining units. 
Continue until such inequities are eliminated, then monitor 
7/1/90 
6/1/89 
closely to avoid their reintroduction. 1/1/89 
78) Work towards the goal of increasing retirement benefits 
for classified and professional staff employees to the same per-
centage of employee and employer contributions enjoyed by the 
faculty. 1/1/89 
79) Work towards the goal of establishing a fringe benefit 
package for all pool employees after a probationary period of 
twelve months. Make health insurance benefits available at group 
rates to pool employees during the probationary period, at 
employee expense. 1/1/89 
80) Fund one or more full-time classified staff employees to 
be attached to the Human Resources Office as a replacement for 
pool employees, such employees to be utilized cqmpus-wide on an 





















Promote advancement opportunities for women: 
81) Support Human Resources in planning and implementing 
career development programs for the advancement of classified 
employees. 3/1/89 
82) Create mobility and advancement opportunities for women 
classified and professional staff employees by allowing them to 
cross-train, without loss of pay, in traditionally male fields. 9/1/89 
83) Create opportunities for women classified employees in 
traditionally male occupations by creating apprenticeships within 
a formal career ladder and by creating a comfortable work 
environment for such women. 9/1/89 
84) Provide a fund to subsidize the engagement of classified 
employees in professional development activities. 3/1/89 
85) Provide public recognition and professional development 
for secretarial and clerical staff by sponsoring a breakfast or 
luncheon with a notable speaker during National Secretaries' Week 
or at least once annually. 4/1/89 
Recruit women to positions in which they .~ underrepresented: 
86) Support Human Resources in the establishment of ties 
with women's advocacy offices of trade, educational and pro-
fessional associations, in order to make potential applicants 
better aware of opportunities for employment at the University. 
Increase resources for women: 
87) Continue efforts to expand child care facilities and 
services, including a sliding-fee scale, flexible hours, sub-
sidies for the evening program, after-school and school-vacation 
programs, appropriate advances in rank and pay for child care 
workers, and such interim measures as vouchers in financial aid 
and benefit packages, referral services, and the dissemination of 
realistic information to potential students and employees. Report 
annually to the Presidential Commission on the Status of Women 
on progress and plans. 
88) Fund a full-time professional position in the Human 
Resources Office for support in the implementation of recommen-
dations in this report, such as those relating to exit inter-
views, to employment assistance for spouses, and to the 
establishment of training and career development opportunities. 
89) Work with Public Safety and Facilities Management to 
develop a comprehensive plan and program to address women's 
safety on campus, including (but not limited to) improvements in 

























the provision of self-defense training courses for students and 
employees, and the promulgation of sanctions for offenders. To 
indicate that we are all responsible for women's safety, 
encourage in the University community a sense of pride in, and 
support for, a secure campus environment. 1/1/90 
90) Work towards the goal of a more comprehensive family 
leave policy available to all employees, including leave at the 
birth or adoption of a child without infringing on disability 
leave. 1/1/89 
91) Promote vigorously among supervisors of professional and 
classified staff opportunities for flexible working hours, in 
order to accommodate the needs of employees with demanding family 
obligations. 3/1/89 
92) Support Human Resources in developing and implementing 
programs to assist the spouses of newly recruited employees in 
finding suitable employment at the University or elsewhere in the 
area. 3/1/89 





















We recommend that the President request that the Vice President 
for Research and Public Service undertake the following initia-
tives. 
Educate the community: 
93) Assure that the work of the public service units provides 
citizens of the State with services that acknowledge women's 
contributions, incorporate women's perspectives, and promote 
opportunities for women's full participation in society. 9/1/89 
Monitor progress: 
94) Expect members of RAPS units actively to engage in beha-
vior that promotes equity for women and affirmative action. 
Incorporate assessment of such behavior in all decisions 
regarding hiring, reappointment, and promotion. 1/1/90 
95) Monitor internal sources of research support to assure 
that they are equitably available to faculty women and to the 
disciplines in which women are well represented. 1/1/89 
Promote advancement opportunities for women: 
96) Evaluate the recruitment, retention, and advancement of 
women in RAPS units, and deve!op plans to enhance their oppor-
tunities for full participation in those units. 9/1/89 
Increase resources for women: 
97) Stimulate and support research related to women and to 
families as part of the long-range plan to foster research in the 
social sciences and humanities. 7/1/89 
98) Continue to provide funding for the research award com-
petitions conducted by Women in the Curriculum. 7/1/89 
99) Allow Cooperative Extension Service faculty to negotiate 
flexibility in their work schedules, including flex-time, job 
sharing, compressed work week, and academic as well as fiscal 
year appointments. 9/1/89 





















We recommend that the President request that the Vice President 
for Development undertake the following initiatives: 
Educate the community: 
100) In publications, public presentations, and staffing, pre-
sent the University to its constituencies as striving to become a 
leader in promoting the full participation of women in society. 1/1/89 
101) Support the Alumni Association in educating all Alumni 
and Alumnae Ambassadors in the full range of concerns, of oppor-
tunities, of programs, and of services for women students, so 
that they may present these fully and fairly to potential stu-
dents. 6/1/89 
Monitor progress: 
102) Expect members of reporting units actively to engage in 
behavior that promotes equity for women and affirmative action. 
Incorporate assessment of such behavior in all decisions 
regarding hiring, reappointment, and promotion. 7/1/89 
Increase resources for women: 
103) Identify and cultivate relationships with donors 
interested in contributing to women's programs and facilities at 
the University. 1/1/89 
104) Support the Alumni Association in enhancing and expanding 
the Maine Mentor Program to connect women students with alumnae 
in the greatest possible variety of careers, occupations, and 
life styles. 6/1/89 






















TOPICS FOR FURTHER STUDY OF THE 
STATUS OF WOMEN AT THE UNIVERSITY 
The Task Force identified many areas of significance to an 
assessment of the status of women at the University, but was 
unable in the time at its disposal to investigate all. In the 
hope that a successor body will be appointed to continue our 
work, we recommend that that body seek answers to the following 
questions : 
1) Can we identify and adapt to our use successful strategies to 
recruit and retain women students in academic programs in which 
they are underrepresented, and men students in academic programs 
in which they are underrepresented? 
2) How do women students, faculty, and staff participate in 
leadership? How can the opportunities for such participation be 
enhanced? 
3) Are women equitably represented in University and student 
governance? If not, what can be done to assure such represen-
tation? 
4) What are the patterns and dynamics of women students' par-
ticipation in extracurricular activities? Do the organized acti-
vities currently available contribute equitably to women's 
development? Do they address the special interests, qualifica-
tions, and needs of nontraditional students? Of part-time stu-
dents? Of student parents? 
5) What are the patterns and prevalence of sexual harassment 
unaddressed in this report? How do they affect women at the 
University? What measures might effectively end such harassment? 
6) Are the various forms of financial aid distributed equitably? 
Do they equitably meet financial need and equitably reward talent 
and achievement? Do the methods for calculating financial need 
address equitably the special needs of part-time students, of 
nontraditional students, of student parents? Are some work-study 
positions and student assistantships sex-segregated? If so, what 
are the effects of such segregation on women students? 
7) How can we enhance the organizational means of advocacy for 
social justice at the University? How can we enhance the value 
put on diversity and on difference? 
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I 
UTILIZATION ANALYSES AND GOALS 




College/School Utilization Analyses & Percentage 
Departaent All F %F Goal %F Underutilized 
I COLLEGE OF Al.TS & SCIENCES 
Anthropology 9 0 0% 39% F 3.5 
I Art 8 4 50% 60% F .8 
Computer Science 6 1/2* 0 0% 12% F .8 
I Economics 11 1 10% 11% F .2 
I 
English 21 10 48% 45% No 
Foreign Languages 
& Classics 17 7 41% 50% F 1.5 
I Geological Sciences 12 0 0% 18% F 2.2 
I History 17 1 6% 24% F 3.1 
Journalism & Broadcasting 6 2 33% 32% No 
I Mathematics 25 1 4% 13% F 2.3 
Music 13 4 31% 26% No 
I Philosophy 6 1 17i. 20% F .2 
I 
Physics 17 1 6% 5% No 
Political Science 11 0 0% 19% F 2.1 
I Psychology 19 3 16% 37% F 4.0 
Public Administration 6 0 0% 20% F 1.2 
I Sociology & Social Work 11 5 45% 40% No 
I 
Special Studies 1 0 0% 15% F .2 
Speech Communication 9 2 22% 35% F 1.2 
I Theatre/Dance 5 2 40% 36% No 
Zoo.logy 18 2 11% 22% F 2.0 
I 
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General & Liberal Studies 18 
Human Services 4 
Legal Technology Program 3 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING & SCIENCE 
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I Appendix 2 
I 
UTILIZATION ANALYSES AND GOALS 




College/School Utilization Analyses & Percentage 
Department All F %F Goal %F Underutilized 
I COLLEGE OF FOREST RESOURCES 
Forest Biology 5 l 20% 6% No 
I Forest -Management 14 0 0% 6% F .8 
Wildlife 5 0 0% 6% F .3 
I 
Aggregated College Underutilization of Women (Total) F .1 
I COLLEGE OF LIFE SCIENCE 
& AGRICULTURE 
I Agricultural Engineering 8 0 0% 0% No 
I Agricultural & Resource 11 1 9% 6% No Economics 
I 
Animal & Veterinary 13 2 15% 16% F .1 
Science 
Biochemistry 6 l 17% 25% F .s 
I Botany & Plant· Pathology 15 1/2* 3% 26% F 3.4 
I 
Entomology 7 1 14% 11% No 
Food Sciences 3 0 0% 'l.7i. F .8 
I Microbiology 8 l 13% 30% F 1.4 
Nursing 11 11 100% 96% No 
I Plant & Soil Sciences 13 2 17% 14% No 
I 
School of Human 12 6 50% 58% F 1.0 
Development 
I QUATERNARY STUDIES 4 0 0% 
I *Shared appointment. 
I so 
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